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information confidential. “In many of these instances part of the problem is there’s a game of
chicken going on,” says Davis, the coauthor of
a book on risk management for law firms.
The Coudert complaint claims that Orrick was playing such a game. In March 2005,
after Baxter began talks with Rankin, the Orrick chair’s assistant e-mailed Peter O’Driscoll,
a London-based Coudert partner. “How about
breakfast for you and Ralph on March 16, 8
. . at Claridge’s?” the assistant wrote, according to an e-mail attached to the complaint and
cited as evidence that Orrick was “feigning
interest” in merger talks to gauge the profitability of partners it sought to “cherry pick.” As
discussions with individual lawyers progressed,
according to the complaint, Baxter said he had
an obligation to his own firm to end the merger talks and target the lateral hires.
Without addressing the Coudert-Orrick
dispute specifically, professor Hillman says
there is clearly more than just an academic interest in clarifying the law about what’s proper
when recruiting partners from distressed firms.
“People are operating in a Wild West sort of
environment—going after each other like a
bunch of gunslingers with no guidance.”
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And in This Corner...
A lawyer and his nemesis
jump back in the ring.

IRVIN ‘The Muckraker’
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K&L GATES PARTNER JERRY M C DEVITT, WORLD WRESTLING ENTERTAINMENT INC.’S

top outside lawyer, and writer Irvin Muchnick, whose books include Wrestling
Babylon, are locked in an ongoing grudge match over WWE practices. It may not
be WrestleMania, but this feud’s got bad blood to spare. The latest round came in
December, when Pittsburgh City Paper ran a piece on the WWE’s efforts to combat
steroids and head injuries. Muchnick slammed the story as a “puff piece,” McDevitt fired back in a letter to Muchnick, and the duo were at it again.
—VICTOR LI

...ON STEROIDS
Calls the WWE’s steroid policy a “joke” that gives
special treatment to some wrestlers. Says Muchnick
in an interview: “Given the long and bad history of
deaths in this industry, we can seriously question
whether this company can regulate itself.”

Notes in his letter to Muchnick that the lab WWE
uses is independently owned and operated. Slams
Muchnick’s on specific WWE stars, and says the organization acted on a list it obtained of wrestlers
who were customers of a steroid-linked pharmacy.

...ON WRESTLER HEALTH
Labeled the organization’s concussion-prevention
program just a “good first step.” Says Muchnick:
“In the past, the positive things they’ve done, they
just take it away when no one is looking.”

where it’s still possible to see 95 percent of
clocked time actually collected—there is anxiety.
“Even though the crisis is over, there remains
pressure on fees, on the use of junior associates,”
says Weil, Gotshal & Manges executive partner
Barry Wolf. “If clients aren’t willing to use or
pay for these associates, what do you do?”
Not everyone sees the sky falling. “Granted,
this recession was more severe than others in
recent memory,” says Bradford Hildebrandt,
chairman of legal consultancy Hildebrandt
Baker Robbins. “But as the economy improves,
demand for legal services will improve as well.”
So, he says, will realization rates. In fact, he
adds, some firms that closed their books in the
fall have told him that 2010 was their strongest
year since 2007. “If realization rates were that
bad,” he says, “you would not see the improvements in economics that we’re starting to see.”
Maybe, Hildebrandt suggests, the new
normal isn’t going to be so bad after all.
—JULIE TRIEDMAN

Argued that the WWE relies on the same concussionmonitoring program as the National Football League.
“We put in place a protective program to eliminate
as many concussions as possible,” says McDevitt.

...ON EMPLOYMENT LAW
Rips the WWE policy of defining wrestlers as independent contractors, denying them health care, pensions, paid leave, and the right to organize.

Counters that WWE covers medical bills for those
hurt in the ring and fulfills “most of” the tests used
to define independent contractors.

...ON CHRIS BENOIT
Repeats in an interview his claim that a “cocktail
of death” resulting from, among other things, steroid abuse and Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy
(a brain disease common in athletes who suffer
repeated head trauma) caused ex–WWE wrestler
Benoit to kill his wife, son, and himself.

Dismisses the findings of the pathologist Muchnick
cites as the source for his claims. McDevitt says in
an interview that the doctor can’t prove he examined
Benoit’s brain, adding: “CTE is a real, significant issue that people have to get their arms around. We’re
not anti–CTE, but the science has to be right.”

...ON EACH OTHER
“He’s a great lawyer,” Muchnick tells Bar Talk. “If
he wants to sue me, I look forward to it. After all,
the truth is always a defense.”

“He’s a vicious man,” McDevitt tells Bar Talk. He
declined to say whether he has any plans to sue
Muchnick.

